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Because the Fund invests in a single industry, its shares do not represent a complete investment program. Internet stocks are subject to a rate of change in technology, obsolescence and competition which is generally higher 

than that of other industries, and have experienced extreme price and volume fluctuations. As a non-diversified and single industry fund, the value of its shares may fluctuate more than shares invested in a broader range of 

industries and companies. 
For more information, including fees and expenses, call for a prospectus. Read it carefully before investing. Distributor: T.O. Richardson Securities, Inc. is not an affiliate of Kinetics Mutual Funds, Inc.

Morningstar proprietary ratings reflect historical risk adjusted performance as of 6/30/00. These ratings may change monthly and are calculated from the Fund’s 3-year average annual returns in excess of 90 day Treasury bill

returns with appropriate adjustments and a risk factor that reflects fund performance below 90 day Treasury bill returns. The Fund received 5 stars for the 3-year period. The top 10% of funds in a broad asset class receive 5

stars. The Fund was rated exclusively against domestic equity funds.*For the 3-year period ended 6/30/00 out of 4,856 universe of all equity mutual funds ranked by Lipper, Inc. The Fund was ranked #4,733 out of 7,460 universe of all equity mutual funds for the 1-year period ended 6/30/00. 

Rankings are based on total return with capital gains and dividends reinvested. Charles Schwab & Co., Inc., member SIPC/NYSE, provide recordkeeping and shareholder services for shares purchased through its Mutual Fund OneSource® service (0000-8012)

© 2000, Kinetics Mutual Funds, Inc. 

    

When MetLife acquired Alico, the 
combination created a global life 
insurance and employee benefits 
powerhouse where key messages 
needed to be communicated to 
employees around the world. Working 
with the Aon Hewitt Communication 
Practice, we delivered a coordinated 
communications deployment that 
included a three-part video featuring 
the CEO and leadership of MetLife, that 
was shown in 55 countries in 19 
different languages. This global 
orientation initiative now serves as the 
primary onboarding tool for MetLife 
employees around the world.

F I N A N C I A L  S E R V I C E S Deploy TechBoost
Renaissance Capital enjoys a well-
earned reputation as the definitive 
source for the latest IPO research. 
Analysts are frequently quoted in the 
financial press and their website has 
over 1 million hits per month, yet they 
were not converting visitors to clients. 
The company’s core offerings were 
lost among a trough of free content. 
After introducing a new identity and 
communication program centered 
around a restructured website, 
Renaissance Capital now sells 
subscription services online and 
attracted the attention of FTSE 
(Financial Times Stock Exchange), who 
has become their partner in delivering 
IPO research services to Europe and 
Asia. Now that’s design with ROI.

Renaissance Capital

EmpowerRenew

Internet Fund

How do you capture the energy of 
tech stocks while encouraging long- 
term investing? The Internet Fund 
— the first mutual fund dedicated to 
technology investments —needed 
to quickly establish a strong visual 
identity reflecting its unusual value-
driven technology strategy. The 
new identity for The Internet Fund 
conveys a fund that is well–informed 
about investments and willing to 
share its knowledge. The brand image 
was employed to launch a marketing 
campaign that was featured in 
The Wall Street Journal and other 
financial publications. The Internet 
Fund design system is featured 
in Logos: Making a Strong Mark 
(Rockport Press). 

NEAM

“Partnership at Work” was the new 
brand idea for New England Asset 
Management when they returned to 
their original name with a new logo, 
website, and a communication guidebook 
that includes stationery, publication 
and advertising standards. The launch 
features a new video, “We are New 
England Asset Management,” that 
reintroduces the company to its core 
constituents and defines how they will 
provide top notch services that focus 
on the insurance industry.

Deloitte

Today’s businesses are now relying 
on teams in order to succeed in the 
marketplace. Deloitte has done the 
research, and offers a program in 
personality assessment that supports 
better communications and improves 
the way people work together. Langton 
Creative Group created a video that 
explains how this works and makes 
it relevant for business leaders. The 
video supports the Deloitte Business 
Chemistry practice and won the 
Communicator Award for excellence in 
communication.
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“Langton Creative Group worked 
closely with us to understand and 
translate our business directives into 
videos that distilled the complexity 
of our material into clear, compelling 
messages.”

Kim Christford 
National Director,  
Leadership Center for Clients
Deloitte

44 W 28, Floor 8
NYC 10001
212.533.2585
hello@langtoncreative.com
langtoncreative.com


